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Dear PEP Member,

Many companies struggle with where and how to safely recycle old electronics – or e-
waste – that seems to accumulate at a faster and faster pace and which can pose
environmental hazards if not disposed of properly. That is why recycling old electronics is
so important. Many old devices contain toxic substances that include lead, mercury,
cadmium, beryllium, polyvinyl chloride and chromium. Plus, recycling old devices saves
energy. It also means fewer raw materials need to be drawn from nature to create new
devices, saving energy, reducing pollution and creating fewer greenhouse gas emissions.
What is better than recycling? Recycling with a Purpose! Local non-profit Ransom
Ministries has a new program that allows you to …no charge, while providing individuals
the opportunity to lean life skills and job skills. Learn more about this program's positive
affect on our community and how one PEP Member company has gotten involved.

Are you interested in helping PEP plan and execute an electronics recycling event for
business? If so, please email me, and PEP will help coordinate.

Check out this month's PEP Environmental Stewardship Award winner spotlight:
Hargrove Engineers + Constructors. Please take a moment to read these award
summaries and appreciate the impact of their PEP Award-winning projects.

Best Regards, 
 
Jennifer Denson 
Executive Director 
 

REVERSE TRADE SHOW

19th Annual Reverse Trade Show
Thursday, October 17th 

1:00pm - 4:30pm

Call on 45+ customers at one location in one afternoon  
Plus FREE educational seminars

Sponsorships Available • Tickets on Sale NOW  

ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP

Hargrove
Engineers +
Constructors:
Energy Efficiency
Improvements:
Kimberly-Clark

Combined Heat-Power Plant  
Hargrove Engineers + Constructors provided front-end planning and conceptual
and detailed design to achieve Kimberly-Clark’s goal to increase efficiency while
lowering costs and emissions at Kimberly-Clark’s Mobile Mill. Learn more about
the project by clicking this link. 

NEW PEP MEMBERS
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